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PRIMARY LINGUAL TUBERCULOSIS, A RARE CASE
REPORT
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Sir,

Many believe that the rarity of oral tuberculosis is due to
the continuous cleansing of the oral mucosa by saliva, the
presence of a variable normal flora in addition to the presence
of submucosal antibodies which gives the buccal mucosa
a normal resistance [4]. The case differs from previously
reported cases because the patient presented with a nodular
and tumor-like mass which was clinically mistaken for a
lymphatic malformation.

Lingual tubercular lesions are rare occurrences even
in endemic countries like India. The lesions can present in a
variety of appearances. They may masquerade as vascular
malformations or malignant neoplasm clinically. Cases of
lingual tuberculosis have been described from 1888 [1].
There have been occasional reports of lingual tuberculosis
since then [2,3]. The clinical diagnosis is often difficult if
not impossible as it is rare to suspect especially if it presents
as a diffuse swelling. Most often, the diagnosis is made
either by fine needle aspiration cytology or histopathological
examination of a biopsy from the lesion.
In this case, we present a patient who initially complained
of a lingual swelling since 3 years. It had been gradually
increasing in size and had occasionally ulcerated with
minimal bloody discharge. The swelling was over the dorsal
aspect of tongue and measured around 2.5x2.5cms in size
(Fig. 1). It was firm in consistency with some areas being
harder. There were no palpable cervical lymph nodes.
Clinically a diagnosis of lymphatic malformation was made
and excision biopsy was done (Fig. 2). Histopathological
examination revealed numerous caseating epithelioid and
giant cells granulomata, containing scanty acid fast bacilli.
A final histopathological diagnosis of tuberculous lesion was
later made and was supported by a positive PPD test and
Mycobacterial culture from a sputum specimen. The patient
was started on antituberculous therapy and follow up showed
good initial response.

Figure 1. Pre-operative photograph showing the lingual
swelling
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Figure 2. Excised specimen
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